Abstract. Decoherence is the most widely accepted mechanism to explain the loss of coherence in quantum systems. Here we show how simple (quantum) trajectory-based models can help to understand the physics behind decoherence processes. In particular, we will analyze with these models the relationship between decoherence and quantum contextuality in the double-slit experiment, where two (quantum) contexts can be clearly distinguished: (i) 
Introduction
Decoherence is the most widespread mechanism [1, 2, 3, 4] to explain the classical-like behavior displayed by quantum systems under certain conditions [5] . According to it, this behavior results from the dynamical interaction between the system of interest and a surrounding environment [6] . If system plus environment are initially described by a separable total wave function, their coupling will make this wave function to describe an entangled state after some time. This leads to dramatic consequences for the system, which is no longer describable in terms of its own wave function, but a density matrix. Thus, if we start it within a pure state, after averaging over the environment degrees of freedom at any subsequent time, one gets a mixed state. The entanglement with an environment provokes the loss of coherence in the system -coherence which is necessary to keep the system in a pure state and display typical quantum effects, such as diffraction-like structures, for instance. This irreversible process is an important issue, not only for practical purposes, for instance, in modern quantum information theory or quantum computation [7] , but also in more fundamental aspects of quantum mechanics, as will be discussed below. Quantum mechanics is characterized by different striking features or properties which puzzle and challenge our understanding, contextuality being one of the most remarkable and fundamental ones. Quantum contextuality implies that the physics associated with a certain system unavoidably depends on the quantum state chosen to describe it. In other words, unlike classical systems for which only external forces determine their dynamics, the behavior of quantum-mechanical systems is also governed by the contextual framework chosen to carry out their description. The information about this contextual framework is coded within the wave function, which accounts for the system quantum state (and its subsequent evolution). This aspect of quantum mechanics, which has no classical analog, nicely manifests in and explains the paradigmatic double-slit experiment [8] .
Far from being a conceptual idealization, diffraction by slits is a realizable experiment, which has been done with a variety of projectiles ranging from tinny electrons [9] to large, complex fullerenes [10] . These experiments are generally carried out by sending a particle beam towards the slits (i.e., many particles at a time targeted towards the slit assembly). However, they can also be performed launching the projectiles one by one (i.e., one at a time). Let us consider the case where the target is just a doubleslit. As is well-known, provided no "which-way" information is demanded, the diffracted projectiles distribute according to a typical diffraction pattern, which is described by the probability density ρ(r, t) = |ψ 1 (r, t) + ψ 2 (r, t)| 2 = ρ 1 (r, t) + ρ 2 (r, t) + ρ int (r, t).
Here ψ i (r, t) (i = 1, 2) is the (time-dependent) wave function describing the particle after passing through slit i and ρ i (r, t) = |ψ i (r, t)| 2 is the probability that such a particle is detected at the position r at a time t after passing only through this slit. Regardless of the nature of the particle source [11, 12] , particles are assumed as independent after they abandon it, this being the meaning of "one by one" above. Equation (1) thus describes a single-particle experiment rather than a many-body situation. This is a key point: the "standard" explanation of this experiment [8] states that the interference-like features [accounted for by ρ int in equation (1) ] are due to the interference of the particle with itself (self-interference). That is, when reaching the two slits, the particle passes through both at the same time, and then "recombines" again behind, thus giving rise to the well-known quantum interference pattern. On the contrary, if a detector aimed to determine the path followed by the particle is allocated in one of the slits, a classical like probability distribution is obtained,
Obviously, since there is only one possible path, self-interference disappears and no interference pattern is observed. The two outcomes mentioned above are commonly related in standard quantum mechanics textbooks [13] to the well-known wave-corpuscle duality. If quantum particles behave like waves (and therefore undergo self-interference), interference patterns are observed; if they behave as corpuscles, their distribution follows a classical-like addition rule for probabilities [as expressed in equation (2)]. On the other hand, this behavior can also be related to the measurement problem [14] : since two canonically conjugate variables in quantum mechanics cannot be simultaneously determined, measuring one of them with infinite precision will avoid doing the same with the other one [13] . In a double-slit experiment, if we want to know which slit is traversed by the particle, the interference pattern will not be observed because self-interference information is "destroyed". Conversely, the particle momentum can be measured by letting the particle reaching the detector, which also yields the formation of the interference pattern. However, no clue on the way followed by the particle ("which-way" information) is then obtained.
The two outcomes in a two-slit experiment can also be understood in the light of a third alternative viewpoint: quantum contextuality. Accordingly, these outcomes are regarded as two totally different experimental contexts. One of them, say experiment A, is arranged in such a way that both slits are considered open at the same time. In the other one, B, only one slit is open. Thus, within this framework (and putting aside any external action), particle dynamics is ruled by the information of how many slits are open. Note that the previous viewpoints (duality and position-momentum measurements) are in accordance with considering that either we have one experiment or the other. More importantly, this viewpoint is objective: it is the experiment itself, not an external observer, what determines the final outcome observed. In other words, once the "rules of the game" are established, namely, the initial state of the system, Ψ 0 , and the external potential, V (r), describing the initial context and the subsequent evolution of the system, there are no paradoxes (subjectivity).
After the context is defined, any eventual action of an external observer should be considered as a change of such a context and therefore the initial description will no longer be valid. One can find situations where a partial suppression of the interference is observed in the intensity pattern measured [15, 16] . Assuming that this suppression is gradual, this effect can be thought as a smooth transition from the context defined by experiment A to the other one, defined by experiment B. For this process to happen, one has then to invoke decoherence as the mechanism leading to such a transition process. Let us assume, for instance, that the environment consists of many randomly distributed particles interacting with the system by means of scattering processes. When these events occur in a large number, the off-diagonal elements of the system reduced density matrix undergo an exponential damping [17] (within a Markovian regime), and the system loses quickly its coherence.
In this paper we illustrate the problem of quantum contextuality and decoherence within a simple quantumtrajectory scenario [18, 19, 20] . The reason to use such an approach (instead of wave functions or density matrices) is because trajectories allow us to follow the system dynamics and to understand the underlying physics at the same level that classical trajectories help to understand the classical world. In this sense, quantum trajectories have clear interpretational and pedagogical advantages. To make the paper self-contained, we will first briefly review in Section 2 decoherence in two-slit interference problems from the standard quantum mechanical point of view. In Section 3 we introduce the trajectory formulation of quantum mechanics, also known as Bohmian mechanics, as well as the problems involved when dealing with many degrees of freedom and how they can be "skipped" by the use of the so-called reduced trajectories [21] . In Section 4 we illustrate the ideas described in the previous sections by using the experimental data of the two-slit experiment with cold neutrons carried out by Zeilinger et al. [22] . Finally, in Section 5 we summarize the main conclusions derived from this work.
Decoherence in the double-slit experiment
Rigorous studies on quantum decoherence are usually carried out by means of relatively complicated theoretical formalisms. When the environment dynamics is irrelevant and the model can be considered as Markovian, different approaches based on solving either master equations for the reduced density matrix [23, 24] or stochastic wave equations [25] can be used. Otherwise, more complicated trajectory based techniques [24, 26] (e.g., semiclassical initial value representation [27] ) are usually considered in order to account for the environment dynamics and its effects on the system of interest. Nevertheless, sometimes it is possible to devise simple models which allow us to understand how the coherence damping takes place, in particular, in double-slit experiments [28, 29, 30 ], which we are interesting in here. For instance, provided dephasing effects (energy relaxation) are negligible during the system time-evolution, the double-slit experiment with decoherence can be described by means of simple phenomenological models, as done in reference [31] . Next, we will describe the main features of this model; a more thorough discussion of it can be found in reference [31] .
Consider a particle after passing through a double-slit assembly. In the absence of interactions with an environment, the time-evolution [32] for this particle is described by the wave function
where |ψ j t is the partial wave emerging from the slit j (with j = 1, 2) and |c 1 | 2 + |c 2 | 2 = 1 at any time. In the coordinate representation, the associate density matrix, ρ
with
t . The diagonal of equation (4) gives the probability density (measured intensity),
with δ t being a space and time dependent phase-shift between the two partial waves. Under the presence of an environment, (3) is no longer valid to describe the (reduced) system dynamics. In this case, first the total system (i.e., system of interest plus environment) is initially represented as
at t = 0, with |Ψ (0) as in equation (3). Then, assuming that the environment acts differently on each diffracted beam [28, 31] , at time t we will have
That is, the coupling between the environment and the system makes the environment states (which start from
The total wave function thus becomes an entangled state. The reduced probability density associated with the system of interest is now obtained from (7) by tracing the full density matrix,ρ t ≡ |Ψ t t Ψ |, over the environment states. This leads tỗ
Note that, in the coordinate representation and for an environment constituted by N particles, equation (8) should be obtained after integratingρ t (r, r ′ ) over the 3N environment degrees of freedom, i.e.,
, r i being a 3-dimensional vector. Substituting (7) into equation (8), rearranging terms and expressing the final result in the reduced coordinate representation, one reaches
where α t ≡ t E 2 |E 1 t and c.c. means the conjugate complex. From equation (10) the measured intensity results
being the coherence degree [31] , which gives an idea of the fringe visibility. In the particular where |α t | = e −t/τc , τ c being the coherence time, one obtains
which establishes a simple relationship between the degree of coherence and the coherence time. Although τ c can be determined by means of detailed theoretical models [29, 30] , where τ c is a function of different physical parameters (e.g., the system mass or the temperature), the model here described allows us to have an estimate of its value from the experiment. As can be clearly seen, asymptotically equation (11) 
which follows the classical addition rule for probabilities when there are two possible outcomes. Moreover, also note that although it has been applied to the double-slit, this model is suitable for the study any interference process affected by decoherence, since equation (14) is valid in general. After equation (14), a doubt now arises: Is this a classical-like result, or is there still some quantumness within it? In next Section we provide a suitable model to answer this question.
3 Quantum trajectory models for decoherence 3 
.1 Bohmian trajectories
The above described double-slit experiment with decoherent can be understood in terms of the so-called reduced quantum trajectories, proposed in reference [21] . These trajectories satisfy equations of motion similar to those arising in Bohmian mechanics [18, 19, 20] , but with an important difference: the environment dynamics is not explicitly considered, but only its effects on the system reduced density matrix.
Given a general probability density ρ t (r), its timeevolution is determined by the equation of motion
which is can be understood as the continuity equation of a quantum flow, where J t is the so-called probability current density,
The quantum fluid dynamics described by ρ t and J t can also be derived from the wave function as follows. We first rewrite it in polar form
where
Introducing equation (16) into the time-dependent Schrö-dinger equation and then separating the real and imaginary parts of the resulting expression, one obtains
and the continuity equation given by equation (15), respectively. Equation (19) is the quantum Hamilton-Jacobi equation, from which the equations of motion for the quantum particles are assumed to bė
This trajectory-based reformulation of standard quantum mechanics is the so-called Bohmian mechanics. It is based on the calculation of quantum flows or trajectories (particles are always regarded as particles affected by a physical wave field) and is totally equivalent to standard quantum mechanics. In particular, it has been widely used to describe quantum interference and diffraction [34, 35, 36, 37] .
Reduced quantum trajectories
As it also happens for the standard version of quantum mechanics, a direct application of Bohmian mechanics to decoherence problems is numerically prohibitive due to the large number of degrees of freedom involved. However, and similarly to standard quantum Markovian models, the difficulties coming from the many-body problem involved can be avoided by "averaging" the action of the environment degrees of freedom in the Bohmian motion. This is the philosophy of the reduced quantum trajectory formalism proposed in reference [21] . Although these trajectories are still affected by the environment, it is not necessary to consider its dynamics (i.e., to compute the exact multi-dimensional Bohmian trajectories which describe the system-plus-environment dynamics in a "wholistic" way), since the expression of the (system) particle velocity does not depend explicitly on the environment degrees of freedom within this formulation. This is a great advantage: the reduced quantum trajectories provide an important insight into the system dynamics, keeping simultaneously the same features existing in standard Bohmian mechanics (e.g., the momentum single-valuation) at a low computational cost. In order to account for the action of the environment on the system, it is more appropriate to express J t in terms of the density matrix, i.e.,
rather than using equation (9) . Under the presence of the environment, equation (22) becomes
which satisfies the continuity equation
From equations (23) and (24), the velocity field,ṙ t , associated with the reduced system dynamics can be defined according to the relatioñ
This field is the reduced analog of the Bohmian velocity field given by equation (21) . The reduced quantum trajectories are now obtained integrating the equation of motioṅ (26) (for simplicity, from now on we are not going to use the 'tilde' when referring to the reduced trajectoryr t ). The dynamics described by this equation leads to the correct intensity pattern when the statistics of a large particle ensemble is considered [21] (see below in Section 4). Moreover, it can be easily shown [21] that equation (26) reduces to the well-known expression for the Bohmian velocity field when there is no interaction with the environment.
Screened trajectories
A priori one would expect the quenching produced by the environment [see equations (11) and (12)] in the interference pattern to be equivalent to a gradual loss of information about the slit that the particle does not traverse (for simplicity, from now on we will denote such a slit as the "empty" slit). That is, the influence of the corresponding "empty" wave on the particle motion should also decrease. However, as infers from equation (14) , the quantum motion will keep information about the initial context (both slits open) even in conditions with total suppression of interference. Note that in the limit of full quenching (t ≫ τ c , α t → 0), equation (26) becomeṡ
whereṙ j and ρ (j) t are, respectively, the velocity field and the probability density associated with the partial wave |ψ j t , and ρ
In this limit, both ρ cl t and the current density,
are, therefore, properly defined. The former is a sum of partial probability densities and the later a sum of the current densities corresponding to each slit independently considered. Moreover, in both cases probabilities and current densities are properly weighted through the normalizing prefactors |c 1 | 2 and |c 2 | 2 . Thus, although the particle statistics reproduces the classical-like results, the quantum motion is determined by both slits: although the preferential directions along diffraction channels gradually disappear, trajectories cannot cross the symmetry axis between the slits [36] , this being a signature of the empty-slit information. In order to observe a full transition towards a classical-like regime within the theoretical framework here described, an erasure of the empty-slit information is necessary. Any mechanism producing this effect should be similar to consider a gradual screening or dissipation of the empty-slit information.
As seen in Section 2, from a standard quantum mechanical viewpoint, a two-slit experiment with full decoherence is equivalent to another one performed with each slit independently open. However, when this situation is studied in terms of reduced quantum trajectories something different happens, as seen above. Although the diffraction-like pattern is destroyed, particles still move under the guidance of both partial waves, since decoherence does not account for the erasure of the information about the initial presence of two slits. In order to include this erasing process, it is important to note the following. Within an exact Bohmian framework, the limit discussed above should be such that the corresponding quantum trajectories would behave as if they were not aware of the existence of a double-slit. That is, particles started with initial conditions chosen on one of the two slits should evolve loosing gradually the information regarding the other slit. Bohmian trajectories cannot pass through the same point in configuration space at the same time. Thus, the crossings that one would observe in the reduced system space due to the loss of empty-slit information have to be understood as projections of 3(N +1)-dimensional trajectories on this space. Somehow, this situation resembles what happens in classical mechanics, where trajectories can pass through the same point of the coordinate space at the same time, but not in phase space. The reduced quantum trajectories defined by equation (26) also preserve the single-valuedness property, although it directly emerges in the system subspace since the environment dynamics is not considered explicitly. Now, in order to reproduce the behavior of the projections of the exact Bohmian trajectories in the system subspace, we can consider the following simple trajectory model, which gathers both decoherence and loss of emptyslit information. In analogy to α t , we can also assume that the influence of the empty slit on the particle motion decreases exponentially, due to an increasing entanglement with the environment. At the same time, the loss of information about the empty slits is balanced by a gain of information about the traversed one. Thus, if the particle passes through one of the slits, say 1, the coefficient associated with |ψ 2 t is expressed as c ′ 2 = c 2 e −t/τs , where τ s is the screening time, i.e., a time scale that measures the loss of empty-slit information. This characteristic time is a measure of how fast the information provided by the empty wave is decoupled from the particle motion. On the other hand, the coefficient for |ψ 1 t will be
indicating the increasing role of the traversed slit. Taking this into account, the evolution of the system can be described by equation (26), but replacing the coefficients c i by their respective time-dependent counterparts, c ′ i . Since there are two characteristic times, τ s and τ c , a ratio η ≡ τ s /τ c can be defined from which two different dynamical regimes emerge. If η ≪ 1, the particle loses the information about the empty slit (say 2) relatively fast, and equation (26) would then reduce tȯ
i.e., the motion of the particle is asymptotically only affected by the traversed slit before decoherence takes place. Notice that, statistically, this situation leads to the same kind of pattern obtained directly from by equation (27) . However, the particle dynamics is totally different: particles are allowed to cross the symmetry axis of the experiment because, at a given time, the momentum can have two different values on the same space point, as in classical mechanics. On the other hand, if η ≫ 1, the interference quenching takes place before the motion of the particle becomes fully decoupled and equation (26) remains basically the same during the system evolution. Obviously, this expression will approach equation (31) asymptotically, since the information related to the empty slit will be gradually suppressed.
To conclude this subsection, we would like to stress that what has been presented here is a simple model, in which dissipation plays a very important role, and therefore the continuity equation is not satisfied. However, the model is very helpful in the sense that it provides an understandable and intuitive insight into dynamics going from a linear theory with single-valued momenta to an "apparent" non-linear one, where the momentum can be multi-valued.
A simple simulation
In this Section we illustrate the ideas discussed above using as a working model the double-slit experiment performed by Zeilinger et al. [22] with cold neutrons. This model has been thoroughly analyzed elsewhere [31] from both the optical and the standard quantum mechanical points of view.
Interference quenching
In Figure 1 we present our results for the intensity corresponding to Zeilinger's experiment obtained with our reduced quantum trajectories method. As can be seen in panel (a), the statistics over trajectories shows an excellent agreement with the corresponding standard quantum mechanical calculations. This agreement indicates the suitability of equation (26) to describe the decoherence process here. In Figure 1 (b) a sample of trajectories illustrating the dynamics associated with the results of Figure 1(a) is displayed. Here we see that as the outgoing neutron beams start to interfere (at a distance of ∼1 m from the two slits), some trajectories, mainly those closest to the symmetry axis of the experiment, start to show a conspicuous change of direction which is typical in the Bohmian description of interference processes [34, 35, 36] . However, due to the interference quenching, the extent of this behavior is reduced in both space and time: in space because the interference effects are stronger for the innermost trajectories [which give rise to the central peaks in Figure 1 (a)] and in time because the time-of-flight of the neutrons, t f , is such that t f > τ c .
In Figure 2 we show the results for the extreme case of maximal decoherence, that takes place for τ c = 0. Similarly to what we did in Figure 1 , the statistical results obtained by means of quantum trajectories and standard quantum mechanics (a), as well as a sample of representative trajectories (b) are plotted. Notice that despite the fact that there is no coherence here, trajectories do not cross the symmetry axis separating the regions covered by each slit. This is a manifestation of the contextual character of quantum trajectories. On the other hand, the absence of interference prevents the particles from undergoing the typical "wiggling" motion leading to the different diffraction channels [36] , although still being non-locally correlated with other particles.
Therefore, we can conclude that within this first trajectory model, decoherence, simply understood as interference quenching, is not enough to suppress (or screen) the information concerning the initial context, and then to lead to a pure classical-like quantum dynamics (contextindependent).
Screening of empty-slit information
In order to illustrate how the additional mechanism leading to the screening of the information provided by the empty slit works, we show in Figure 3 Thus, the non-crossing effect dominates the system dynamics. On the other hand, for much higher values of η, the information about the empty slit is lost faster than the interference damping takes place, and some trajectories can cross the symmetry axis of the experiment. For total decoupling, trajectories display classical-like behavior. This fast screening is similar to that produced by a detector installed with the purpose of observing which slit the particle passed through.
The transition from one regime to the other one is also interesting both from the dynamical and the statistical points of view. As η increases an order of magnitude, a set of trajectories densely concentrates along the symmetry axis, a region where before there was a strong quantum force preventing the approach of trajectories. Thus, the central intensity maximum is remarkably enhanced, as can be seen in Figure 3(b) , when compared with the same peak in Figure 3(a) . This enhancement occurs at the expense of the intensity of the other maxima. That is, there is a transfer of trajectories from the outermost to the innermost diffraction channels. Dynamically, once the strong boundary imposed by the quantum potential along the symmetry axis (which is stronger than along the directions separating the different diffraction channels [36] ) is suppressed, the "quantum pressure" [36, 37] pushes the trajectories towards the region covered by the empty slit, and favors their transfer from one diffraction channel to the nearby one.
As η is further increased, quantum trajectories are also able to penetrate more across the symmetry axis, as it is apparent in Figure 3(c) . The availability of a wider accessible region in the other side of the symmetry axis makes the concentration of trajectories along this direction to decrease, and they distribute more homogeneously. This causes a remarkable decrease of the coherence degree in the measured intensity, although the central peaks are still relatively intense. This trend continues until the interference pattern completely disappears when the decoupling is maximum [see Figure 3(d) ]. In this case, the trajectories are unaffected by the presence of the other slit, i.e., they display a totally classical-like behavior. Moreover, a full transition from a dynamics characterized by singlevaluedness of the momentum to another where it is bivalued is observed, taking place this process within the system subspace.
Conclusions
Trajectory-based approaches have receive much attention in the last years as a potential tool to handle and study high-dimensional complex quantum phenomena [26] . Nowadays the design of new numerical tools basically relies on this kind of formalisms rather than using other approaches based on the time-dependent Schrödinger equation. In the particular case of Bohmian mechanics, apart from the considerable interest that this theory has attracted, since providing a causal interpretation of quantum mechanics, it also possesses an intrinsic heuristic value which arises from its computational potential and physical insight, which are unavailable in standard quantum mechanics. The simple trajectory models considered here can be treated at the same level than Bohmian mechanics, providing a clear, intuitive and understandable picture of decoherence processes, which makes this concept more accessible.
The interference quenching is apparent in the doubleslit experiment, where the elimination of interference fringes gives rise to a classical-like pattern where the classical addition rule of probabilities holds. In order to elucidate and understand how decoherence causes this interference quenching, we have considered here the simple trajectory based models mentioned above. As is well-known, in this experiment, the interference arises from the possibility for a particle to follow two different paths, from each slit to the detector. Within our trajectory description, we show that decoherence does not ensure that the particle motion related to one of those pathways is unaffected by the other one. Quantum mechanically decoherence suppresses the interference produced by the coherent superposition of the partial waves corresponding to each pathway. This gives rise to a classical-like intensity pattern, i.e., identical to that directly obtained from the sum of the intensities associated with those partial waves. However, the topology of the reduced quantum trajectories reveals that the particle motion is strongly influenced by both pathways even in the case of full decoherence. Thus, it is clear that a realistic decoherence model should reproduce both effects, the interference damping and the decoupling from the information provided by the empty slit. The results shown here indicate that, although statistics erases the information about the interference, there is still a strong influence with a contextual nature in the behavior of the system. Note, on the other hand, that these simplistic models have allowed to avoid a realistic simulation, which constitutes a hard computational task. By using a simple model, here we have illustrated how the process leading to the loss of information coded by the empty slit not only causes such an effect, but provides an insight on a possible smooth transition from a quantum to a classical dynamics (i.e., how quantum trajectories become classical smoothly). Along this transition, the contextual dependence and non-local correlations are gradually suppressed. This mechanism allows one to understand decoherence from a broader perspective than that in which we have only suppression of interference. Also it can guide the design to new experiments in the mesoscopic regime (may be with larger particles than fullerenes, and/or a controlable environment), where the rules of quantum mechanics "dilute", and objects can be described by means of classical dynamics. The fact that under certain conditions the central maximum of the intensity pattern gets relatively intense in comparison with the rest of maxima [like in Figure 3(b) ] would reveal such a transition. Moreover, it is also important to stress that the structure of the quantum trajectories used here allows one to distinguish between one experiment performed with each slit independently open and another one with total decoherence and both slits simultaneously open.
